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The Licked Hand, known sometimes as The Doggy Lick or Humans Can Lick Too, is an urban legend popular
among teenagers. Like many urban legends, it has several versions, and has been found in print as early as
Feb 1982 - Story "Bedtime for Sam." by DB Martin in ebdb books and was credited in two films.
The Licked Hand - Wikipedia
Mark Ryan (born 7 June 1956) is an English actor, author, action director and voice actor. He is perhaps best
known for his portrayal of Mr. Gates in the Michael Bay/Starz production of the pirate show Black Sails, as
Nasir in the British TV series Robin of Sherwood, as well as for his work for the Transformers franchise, for
which he has voiced Bumblebee, Jetfire and Lockdown.
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